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Video display terminals (VDTs) A"are in widespread use for various applica
tions in all developed countries. The VDTs permit convenient and rapid re
trieval of information from computers and microprocessors. They are used in 

,offices, banks, airline terminals, industrial plants, utilities, research 
labora_tories, newspaper and telecommunication operations, and even in homes 
as part of home computer systems. Their use is leading to further technological 
progress, and economic savings and growth. It is estimated that about seven 
million workers in the U.S. alone operate VDTs and this number is likely to 
increase substantially in the future. 

(N\,,i 
VDTs use cathode ray tubes (CRTs), which _..:i:s very similar to the CRTs in __ . 

-+lack and white TV sets. CRTs in video di_$J;_lay device_§_gen~-~~lJ,L~P~!:_3:t~--~t. -· ·· -J0f 
__ voltage~_less_1.!:_an --~~- kV1~The emissiq_n ~,.f~-radiati~n ~s-~ed)>_(..Q.c_>-':i=t~.!1.l~nt ( ~/;,LJ.': 

regulations to,,.0.5 mR/n-a 5 cm from the outer case, which is the same emission .'i · 
limit that is/applied ~ TV sets. P.rograms of compliance wit✓these standards j -, ! 

,/ / / ' I 

have re~lted in the T design9,,-with thick glass screens/such that X-ray emis- ('-( o ~ 
sions ,,..are extriernely ow· in f,a:[!.!_ __ $.=?_E:_"::ally below the p.at~ral _background_xs:1.d.ia:=___ ,::-;::=.:. 

_tior<_lleevels . .,. ~ 

·but the quest for brighter and sharper displays in color is leading to the 

use of higher voltages. Government regulations place a limit of 0.5 mR/hr at 

5 cm from the outer case of TV sets. The TV performance standard also applies 

to some VDT s, but present policy excludes VDT snot capable of processing a 
,__,. 1./ 

composite video signal and/or displaying a television picture; the majority 

of VDT s fill into this latter ~ategory. 
l.,./ 

, The VDTs do emit nonionizing radiation in the visible spectral 
range ~~me also emit ultraviolet and infrared radiation. 1fuile these 
radiations are known to cause eye and skin injuries at very high intensities, 

·,2.W',s·s, ~,., ,.,.......--the).levels associa<s,ed with 
I 
vpls are well below those that are considered to be 

-~ hazardous .. Radio$frequency~_fields are also emitted from VDTs, the sou]'.'ce being 
the horizontal deflection system, specifically, the high-voltage transformer. 

. . .. ,~1C"I;_~· . These emissions ar~--~_!_ low radi9,-::;~-:(_equencies between 15 and_ 120 kHz. _ The . 
levels;..at thejoperator{~l7:-~~£re very low; the electric field strength is 
usually below 10 V/m, wnich would correspond to a far-fi.~ld.equivalen-t power 
density of 26. 5 microwatts/cm2 . Some VDTs have higher,~~missions focq!izec:l . 

. 

. 

close to their cabinets near the high-voltage sections. These higher/..:~missions ✓--
A ✓, 

are localized within a small volume (approximately 2" x 2" x 2") and. the in- /ff\c-... 
tensity of the field decreases rapidly with distance,---Even these higher emis- ; _'1~~-.,, 
sions are well below the levels that may potentially be hazardous; however, \~.:_f;.;,,/ 

---



they are capable of electromagnetic interference with some survey rn~ters used 
for measuring ionizin& and nonionizing radiation. ·7? us C!.OJJ7- vv-v..if ~ 

· ~Q..-\<!,v..c:: w-L'V\ ,:Mtm•'tc~,'. .. ,J .. {.,'1----- ;u.,;,C(cyi).,c:_:'rl Q;v.--·,ss,;,\'S CJ..A,.t'-'-""-·i Ve> I:, _ . 
The VDTs are a relatively new tool, whose use has been expanding rapidly. 

Their introductfo~-and)fa.s.£ expansion may be exerting a new-technology-related 
stress on the users. Additional stress factors may also be associated with 

the background lighting and glare on the VDT .. screens. Application of proper 
existing and developing biotechniques for reducing stress associated with 
the use of VDTs is needed. This should include studies of the seat design, 
boredom and eye strain associated with .. the flicker, size and shape of the 
characters, brightness and color _(spectr~l range of emitted ligh~) of the 

. --7 

, screens. ft.,,~ r;__.Jr,.s a,,.:.L ,:,,.r:...Lh/_,,..' t~ co.:.."fig-c1y (le.., iir'sl~ µ.j,J_,_---,.,J 
~ °6_ V)..~.,.._c,-,,,,,;_<;, I £~;;. ; ~ ~ 

summary, the position of the IEEE is that there isA~causeAfor ~ 
concern regarding hazard associated with emissions of ionizing and nonionizing 
radiation from video'dfspla.y terminals. Improved application of stress
reducing biotechniquesJand the education of the operator are the areas where./. 
expenditures of additional resources would be the most beneficial. ;{r,1.. Ctcfld,,'>') 

;lecause-.t.Ae- presentj°vernment regulation excludes the majority of VD'.£_,,s 

from the TV performance standard, it would be prudent to continue the moni

toring of VD~s to assure radiation saf~ty of these products. 
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